Jabots in Tatting
By Gwen Keyes

The jabots illustrated are in tatting combined with fancy braids, Battenberg rings, ribbon and velvet and crocheted ornaments. Use a medium size crochet thread neither too fine nor too coarse, for tatting and crochet.

Jabot No. 12-12-36
One yard of fine rick-rack braid, three small Battenberg rings, and one yard of one-half inch satin ribbon are used in this little jabot.

For the bow make 2 wheels with a ring for the centre of each. With one thread make a ring of 4 double stitches (d s), 5 post (p) separated by 2 d s, 4 d s. Attach the second thread, chain (ch) 3, join to ring, ch 3, alternate rings and chains until 11 are made, joining rings to each other by the 1st p, and joining to points of the braid. Join 2 points to 1 ring, then 1 point to the next, leaving 2 of the rings without joining to the braid.

To these 2 rings fasten a clover-leaf, each ring same as in the wheel. Fasten 2 points of braid to side of the clover-leaf, carry the braid across, for the other side, leaving 2 points to come under the knot of ribbon. The wheel in the lower part has 12 rings and chains and clover-leaf same as in the first wheel. Between the two strips of braid up the sides make 3 or 4 quadrrefoils, each ring same as in the clover-leaf and joining each ring to a point of the braid.

For the ornaments make 4 balls thus:

Chain 4 to form a ring. 8 single crochet (s) in ring, then 2 s in each s. Three rows without increasing, then s in every other st, making 8 s. Stuff with cotton, then close by making 4 in every 2 d s. Take 2 inches of the ribbon, join, gather top edge on underside and place over the ball. Make a bow of the ribbon, join the parts as illustrated, and attach the pendant balls with copies of single crochet. This is a charming jabot and easily made.

Jabot No. 12-12-37
Begin with the square. Make a clover-leaf, each ring of 7 d s, 5 p, separated by 3 d s, 7 d s. With 2 threads make to d s, p, to d s, then another clover-leaf joined to the first by first p of first ring. Make a ch of d s, join to p of first ch, to d s. Make two more clover-leaves and chains, joining each ch to p of the first ch, and fastening the last ch to the first clover-leaf. With two threads make a row of rings and chains alternating, the ring of 2 d s, 3 p separated by 2 d s, 2 d s, and each joined to the clover-leaves as seen in the illustration. The ch is 3 d s, 3 p separated by 2 d s, 3 d s. Make another square, joining to the first one by the ch at the corner.

With a coarse thread make 3 large clover-leaves, each ring of 7 d s, 7 p, separated by 3 d s, 7 d s. Make a straight strip of 2 rows of rings and chains alternating, 8 rings and 7 chains on each side. The ring has 3 p with 4 d s between, joined to each other and to one on opposite side. The ch is of 3 d s, 3 p separated by 3 d s, 3 d s. Join to the 3 clover-leaves as seen in the illustration. Take a very coarse thread and make a large leaf, each ring of 30 d s. Use this leaf to cover the joining of the parts. Use the crocheted ornaments as seen, three at the bottom and one at the bow, following directions given for Jabot No. 12-12-36.

Jabot No. 12-12-38
For the square begin with a quadrrefoil, each ring of 5 d s, 5 p separated by 2 d s, 5 d s. Join rings by first p. Make 4 clover-leaves, each ring same as in the quadrrefoil and join by middle p to ring of the centre. Around this make a row of rings and chains alternating, the ring of 3 d s, 3 p separated by 3 d s, 3 d s, and ch of 3 d s, 3 p separated by 2 d s, 3 d s. Join the rings to centre as seen in illustration.

For the strips make ring of 4 d s, 3 p with 4 d s between, 4 d s, turn, ch of 6 d s, another ring, turn, another ch, another ring joined to the first by the 1st p. Repeat until the strip is ten inches long. Use a much coarser thread to make the clover-leaves at the ends of the strip. Each ring of the...
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lace ed of 7 dts. 7 g. separated by 4 dts.
7 dts. Joel 2 of the rings to the strip
by 2 points.

Place the two corners of squares togeth-
er. The ring may be longer than the other and fasten to the corners of
the squares. To cover the joints make
a large quaterfoil, each ring same as in
the large chevron leaves. If a hole of rib-
ton be placed back of the squares a knot
of it may be used to cover the joints.

Instructions for making the other jabots
illustrated, Nos. 12-2-29 to 12-12-45 in
this issue, are printed separately, and will
be furnished for ten cents.
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No. 12-12-38. Jabot. Irish lace braid,
rings, and crochet thread, for making,
25 cents.

No. 12-12-37. Jabot. Crochet thread
for making, 65 cents.

No. 12-12-36. Jabot. Irish lace braid,
rings, and crochet thread, for making,
25 cents.

No. 12-12-36. Jabot. Crochet thread
and rings for making, 50 cents.

No. 12-12-66. Jabot. Crochet thread,
rings, and directions for making, 55
cents.

No. 12-11-41. Jabot. Coronation lace
braid, thread, rings, and directions for
making, 45 cents.

No. 12-11-41. Jabot. Crochet thread,
rings, and directions for making, 50
cents.

No. 12-12-42. Jabot. Crochet thread,
rings, and directions for making, 55
cents.

No. 12-12-42. Jabot. Crochet thread,
rings, and directions for making, 50
cents.

No. 12-12-42. Jabot. Crochet thread,
rings, and directions for making, 45
cents.

No. 12-12-42. Jabot. Irish lace braid,
rings, and directions for making, 40
cents.

Bone tatting shuttle, 10 cents. Rub-
ber tatting shuttle, 15 cents. Bone tat-
ting shuttle, with hook attachment, 35
cents.